PTMBA Waiver Requirements-Business Analytics II (DECS 431)

DECS 431 is not available for waiver by application; to waive the course you must pass the waiver exam. Only full waivers are awarded for DECS 431. DECS 430 should be waived or taken for credit prior to attempting the DECS 431 waiver exam.

*By Exam:*

- Three hour in-person exam
- **NO** internet access is allowed
- Open books, notes, calculator, computer for Excel or Stata
- Since data files will be needed we will provide you with a laptop with the files already loaded and access to Stata and Excel
- Registration occurs through KelloggGroups (more information about this is on the [Waiver site](#))

For additional information on administration of the waiver exam, please contact [Carol Lucido](mailto:Carol.Lucido@Kellogg.Northwestern.edu)

[Link to Sample DECS 431 Exam and Additional Information](#)